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DECLINE EASES 
The contraction in the Greek economy 
eased in Q2 to -3.8% y/y from -5.6% in Q1. 
Net exports once again partially offset 
declines in the rest of the economy as total 
exports were marginally positive and 

imports fell sharply. Declines in investment and consumer 
spending eased significantly in H1 compared to last year, while 
government stepped up austerity after relaxing it somehow in the 
second half of 2012. The Greek economy has contracted by 
around 27% since the start of the recession. 

THIRD BAILOUT? 
Following the re-election of Angela Merkel as Chancellor of 
Germany, talks on the third bailout for Greece are likely to 
resume in due course. Despite a successful reduction in the 
primary budget deficit, which is expected to turn positive for 
2013, debt levels are still on the rise and privatisation progress is 
modest. Deflation has additionally increased the ratio of public 
debt to GDP by reducing the value of nominal GDP. 

TOUGH TIMES FOR CONSUMERS CONTINUE 
Job losses, wage cuts, tax rises and uncertainty will continue to 
weigh on consumption, which is expected to shrink by around 7% 
this year. Unemployment rose to 27.9% in June and is expected 
to exceed 28% at the start of 2014 to then start falling. Deflation 
deepened in the summer, which remains the only positive piece 
of news for consumers as it increases their purchasing power. 

OUTLOOK 
After another significant decline this year, GDP is expected to 
record another, albeit small, fall in 2014 and return to positive 
territory in 2015. Improving external demand and rising 
competitiveness of Greek export goods on the back of falling unit 
labour costs will boost foreign trade and thus encourage a 
recovery in investment. However, implementation of structural 
reforms has been patchy thus far and will have to be stepped up 
in order to improve competitiveness and ensure sustained 
growth in the long term. Domestic demand is likely to remain the 
main drag on growth due to austerity, household deleveraging 
and unsustainably high and rising unemployment. Confidence in 
the Greek economy has improved after the risk of a ‘Grexit’ had 
been greatly reduced and the prospect of fiscal and banking 
reforms in the euro zone are closer after the recent election in 
Germany. The repercussions from the US debt ceiling crisis and 
political tensions due to the impending negotiations on the third 
bailout are major risks to recovery.  
 

MARKET OUTLOOK 
GDP: Contraction in 2013 and 2014.  

Inflation: Deflation expected until mid-2014.  

Interest rate: On hold.  

Employment: Unemployment to continue rising until early 
2014.  

 

ECONOMIC SUMMARY 
ECONOMIC INDICATORS* 2010 2011 2012 2013F 2014F 

GDP growth -4.9 -7.2 -6.4 -4.0 -0.6 
Consumer spending -6.4 -7.7 -9.1 -7.1 -2.3 
Industrial production -5.9 -7.8 -3.4 1.9 0.5 
Investment -14.8 -19.6 -19.4 -9.7 1.9 
Unemployment rate (%) 12.5 17.7 24.3 27.6 28.4 
Inflation 4.7 3.3 1.5 -0.6 -0.5 
US$/€ (average) 1.33 1.39 1.28 1.32 1.27 
US$/€ (end-period) 1.34 1.29 1.32 1.32 1.23 
Interest rates: 3-month (%) 0.6 0.9 0.6 0.2 0.3 
Interest rates 10-year (%) 9.3 19.0 24.3 10.5 10.0 
NOTE: *annual % growth rate unless otherwise indicated. E estimate F forecast 
Source: Oxford Economics Ltd. and Consensus Economics Inc 
 

ECONOMIC & POLITICAL BREAKDOWN 
Population 11.3 million (2012) 
GDP US$ 249.0 billion (2012) 
Public sector balance -10.0% of GDP (2012) 
Public sector debt 160.5% of GDP (2013Q1) 
Current account balance -3.4% of GDP (2012) 
Parliament New Democracy and PASOK 
President Karolos Papoulias 
Prime Minister Antonis Samaris 
Election dates 2015 (Presidential)  

2016 (Parliamentary) 
 

ECONOMIC ACTIVITY 

 
Source: Cushman & Wakefield 
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OVERVIEW 
The economic outlook in Greece remains 
fragile with ongoing austerity measures 
restricting occupier demand. However, 
market sentiment is showing initial signs of 
improvement and there are a number of 

funds assessing the market in terms of distressed properties. The 
prevailing trend within the office market continues to be lease 
renegotiation and consolidation. With many tenants operating 
cost cutting strategies, landlords continue to offer generous 
incentives and as a result, prime rents were unchanged over the 
quarter.  

OCCUPIER FOCUS 
Occupiers remain focussed on cost cutting and either lease 
renegotiation or consolidation of existing premises. Active 
demand in relation to expansion is virtually non-existent, given 
the current economic outlook.  

Supply levels have continued to rise over the quarter as space is 
still being released back on to the market. Speculative schemes 
remain non-existent as banks are either unable or unwilling to 
lend for developments, it is unlikely that significant new space will 
enter the market in the foreseeable future. However, with 
schemes being postponed or ultimately cancelled this will help to 
limit rising vacancy in the short term at least.  

INVESTMENT FOCUS  
Investment volumes continued to be subdued in Q3 following the 
trend seen in Q2 2013. As a result of ongoing weakness in the 
economy and the occupational sector, investors remain largely 
averse to entering the Greek market. However, most acquisitive 
investors looking for distressed properties are active and 
government auctions are ongoing. In addition, transactional data 
is scarce and therefore, accurately ascertaining yields is also 
difficult but prime office yields in Athens’ CBD are believed to 
remained at approximately 9.50% although they remain higher at 
10.40% in Thessaloniki.  

OUTLOOK 
Economic figures have seen a marginal improvement over the 
quarter and it is hoped that that this will continue over the 
remainder of the year. However, the weakness within the 
economy remains and this will continue to affect the office 
market. Consequently, tenants will remain focussed on reducing 
costs, although this may result in more interest from 
opportunistic investors looking to take advantage of the 
distressed properties within the market. 

MARKET OUTLOOK 
Prime Rents: Prime rents are anticipated to remain stable 

over the remainder of the year.  

Prime Yields: Opportunistic investors are started to assess 
the market.  

Supply: Continued release of excess space adds to the 
current overhang.  

Demand: Take-up will slow further with any activity 
driven by companies consolidating.   

 

PRIME OFFICE RENTS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) € € US$ GROWTH %  

SQ.M/MTH SQ.M/YR SQ.FT/YR 1YR 5YR CAGR 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 22.00 264 33.2 0.0 -6.0 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 15.50 186 23.4 -3.1 -8.4 
Athens (Piraeus) 9.50 114 14.3 -5.0 -9.9 
 

PRIME OFFICE YIELDS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
MARKET (SUBMARKET) 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Athens (Syntagma Square) 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Kifissias Avenue) 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.80 6.20 
Athens (Piraeus) 10.20 10.20 10.00 10.20 7.00 
With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of 
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very 
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used 
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property. 
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OVERVIEW 
According to seasonally unadjusted data by 
Greece's statistics agency, economic 
activity contracted by 3.8% year-on-year in 
the second quarter. This challenging 
environment continues to affect retail sales 

which remain strongly negative, compounded by weak consumer 
confidence. However, falls in consumer spending eased over the 
first half of the year when compared with H1 2012. 

OCCUPIER FOCUS 
Retailers are keeping stores in only the most reliable and well 
established trading locations. International and some national 
operators are looking to take advantage of subdued market 
conditions to acquire prime space. This is particularly evident in 
the best streets of Athens and other main cities, with tenants 
securing favourable terms but landlords trying to keep rental 
levels as high as possible. Fashion retailers are looking for lower 
rents and demand for smaller units, especially for bars and coffee 
shops, has been growing.  

The availability of bigger units has increased due to a lack of 
occupier demand, suitable retailers for such large units already 
having a presence in the area. An increase in the supply in prime 
locations is likely in the coming months due to changes in the 
banking sector (M&As).  Prime rents remained largely stable over 
the quarter in the best locations; however, they are well below 
their levels seen last year. 

INVESTMENT FOCUS  
Banks and financial lending institutions maintain a close control on 
capital and are expected to do so until there are clear 
improvements in the economic environment.  This has had 
obvious consequences on the low levels of investment 
transactions recorded in Greece. Nevertheless, Q3 2013 did 
record around €14 million worth of retail transactions recorded, 
the highest quarterly total since Q4 2010.  

OUTLOOK 
The economy is expected to contract further in the second half 
of 2013 as sluggish external demand compounds low levels of 
activity and falling disposable household incomes. The contraction 
in the economy is forecast to be less pronounced in 2014, at 
around 0.6%, but with a shift to a gradual recovery towards the 
end of 2014 and the beginning of 2015.  

 

 

 MARKET OUTLOOK 
Prime Rents: Prime rents appear to have stabilised despite 

high vacancy rates and contracting retailers.    

Prime Yields: Very little investment activity is likely to take 
place and yields are now stable.   

Supply: No new projects in the pipeline. Store 
closures may increase secondary supply.  

Demand: Opportunistic demand.   
 

PRIME RETAIL RENTS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
HIGH STREET SHOPS € € US$ GROWTH %  

SQ.M/MTH SQ.M/YR SQ.FT/YR 1YR 5YR CAGR 

Athens (Kolonaki-Tsakalof) 90 1,080 136 -10.0 -16.4 
Athens (Ermou) 165 1,980 249 -2.9 -11.3 
Athens (Glyfada-Metaxa) 100 1,200 151 -4.8 -12.9 
Athens (Kifisia-Kolokotroni) 100 1,200 151 -9.1 -11.1 
Athens (Piraeus-Sotiros) 50 600 75 -16.7 -16.1 
Thessaloniki (Tsimiski) 105 1,260 158 -4.5 -8.1 
 

PRIME RETAIL YIELDS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
HIGH STREET SHOPS 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Athens (Kolonaki-Tsakalof) 8.20 8.20 8.00 8.50 5.50 
Athens (Ermou) 7.80 7.80 8.00 8.10 5.00 
Athens (Glyfada-Metaxa)* 8.20 8.20 8.50 8.60 5.50 
Athens (Kifisia-
Kolokotroni)* 8.20 8.20 8.50 8.60 5.50 
Athens (Piraeus-Sotiros)* 8.20 8.20 8.50 8.60 6.00 
Thessaloniki (Tsimiski) 8.20 8.20 8.50 8.60 5.75 
SHOPPING CENTRES 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Greece 8.80 8.80 8.30 9.00 6.00 
NOTE: * 8 year record 
 
With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of 
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very 
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used 
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property. 
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OVERVIEW 
The Greek industrial market has remained 
quiet over the past quarter, with the 
ongoing economic uncertainty slowing the 
market. Consequently, this is having an 
ongoing negative effect on industrial output 

and production. Therefore, space requirements are from those 
occupiers looking to relinquish space by moving to cheaper 
premises rather than active expansionary demand. However, 
owing to competitive landlord incentives, prime logistic rents 
were unchanged over the quarter.  

OCCUPIER FOCUS 
Ongoing austerity measures has negatively affected production an 
output, therefore industrial property requirements have 
remained subdued over the quarter. As a result take up levels 
remain low apart from those occupiers seeking more cost 
effective space. Tenants are also endeavouring to lower operating 
costs by renegotiating their lease or consolidating their existing 
operations. Furthermore, with the EU still facing economic 
uncertainty, recovery in key export partners is not immediately 
forthcoming. 

Overall supply levels continue to increase as space relinquished 
by tenants increases.  The majority of surplus supply is mostly of 
lower quality and with the growing influence of technology within 
the logistics sector, obsolescence is an increasing concern. With 
the pattern of minimal demand and no new active requirements 
on the market, virtually all development has been either 
postponed or cancelled with financial institutions either unwilling 
or unable to provide development finance and lend against real 
estate schemes. 

INVESTMENT FOCUS  
Investment volumes continued to be muted, with little activity 
recorded over the quarter, following the trend seen in Q2. 
Regarding the activity within the market, there has been growing 
interest from opportunistic investors in the Greek market, 
looking for distressed assets. However, after hardening in Q2, 
prime yields held firm over the quarter in both Athens and 
Thessaloniki.    

OUTLOOK 
Sentiment within the economy is marginally improved, although 
the outlook is still weak. In terms of the industrial market, the 
key activity in the sector will remain opportunistic investors. 
However, the fragile condition of the occupational market will 
continue to constrain the market, as tenants continuing to look 
to lower operating costs. 

 

MARKET OUTLOOK 
Prime Rents: Declining demand and rising supply is 

impacting negatively on rents.  

Prime Yields: Interest from opportunistic investors in 
relation to distressed assets.  

Supply: Supply rises despite the lack of development as 
occupiers release more space.  

Demand: Lack of new requirements and interest from 
current occupiers sees demand fall.  

 

PRIME INDUSTRIAL RENTS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
LOGISTICS LOCATIONS € € US$ GROWTH %  

SQ.M/MTH SQ.M/YR SQ.FT/YR 1YR 5YR CAGR 

Athens 4.00 48.0 6.04 -7.0 -7.8 
 

PRIME INDUSTRIAL YIELDS – SEPTEMBER 2013 
LOGISTICS LOCATIONS 
(FIGURES ARE GROSS, %) 

CURRENT LAST LAST 10 YEAR 
QUARTER QUARTER YEAR HIGH LOW 

Athens 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.50 7.30 
With respect to the yield data provided, in light of the lack of recent comparable market evidence in many areas of 
Europe and the changing nature of the market and the costs implicit in any transaction, such as financing, these are very 
much a guide only to indicate the approximate trend and direction of prime initial yield levels and should not be used 
as a comparable for any particular property or transaction without regard to the specifics of the property. 
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OUR RESEARCH SERVICES 
 
The Research Group provide strategic market analysis to support 
our clients in decision making and project execution. Consultancy 
is undertaken on a local and international basis, providing in-
depth advice and market appraisals incorporating real estate, 
business and wider macro influences. Typical projects include: 

● reliable and comparable data and market intelligence 

● site specific, location analysis, ranking and targeting for 
occupation or investment 

● analysis of future development activity and existing 
supply/competition 

● market research and demand analysis by retail/industry sector 

● rental analysis, forecasts & investment and portfolio strategy 

 

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO ACCESS... 
 
...Global Research Reports 

To learn more about the global trends in the industrial, office and 
retail sectors that are shaping economic development, business 
practices and real estate strategies. 

...Local Market Reports 

To find out about local real estate trends in the office, industrial 
and retail sectors in markets around the world. 

...Business Briefings 

For authoritative and insightful commentary and analysis on the 
business landscape for commercial property markets. 

...Economic Reports 

To keep you updated on global economic events and emerging 
trends that will influence finance, investment, business and real 
estate markets.   

...The Cushman & Wakefield global real estate blog 

To hear our point of view on global market trends and how they 
are impacting on real estate decision making.  

 

 
Gain access to all of Cushman & Wakefield's publications globally 
by visiting the Research section of our website: 
www.cushmanwakefield.com/research  
 

or follow us on Twitter: @cushwakeinsight 
 
 
 
 

For further information about research or 
the report, please contact: 

 
Nicky Simbouras 
Managing Partner 
Proprius 
Athens, GR 
+30 210 7480852 
nicky.simbouras@proprius.gr 

 
Istvan Toth 
Research Analyst 
European Research Group 
Budapest, HU 
+36 1 484 1302 
istvan.toth@eur.cushwake.com 

Cushman & Wakefield is known the world-over as an industry knowledge leader. Through the delivery of timely, accurate, 
high-quality research reports on the leading trends, markets around the world and business issues of the day, we aim to 
assist our clients in making property decisions that meet their objectives and enhance their competitive position.  
 
In addition to producing regular reports such as global rankings and local quarterly updates available on a regular basis, 
Cushman & Wakefield also provides customized studies to meet specific information needs of owners, occupiers and 
investors.  
 
Cushman & Wakefield is the world’s largest privatelyheld commercial real estate services firm. The company advises and 
represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has established a preeminent position in the 
world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement in many of the most significant property leases, sales and 
assignments. Founded in 1917, it has 253 offices in 60 countries and nearly 15,000 employees. It offers a complete range of 
services for all property types, including leasing, sales and acquisitions, equity, debt and structured finance, corporate finance 
and investment banking, corporate services, property management, facilities management, project management, consulting 
and appraisal. The firm has more than $3.7 billion in assets under management globally. A recognized leader in local and 
global real estate research, the firm publishes its market information and studies online at:  
www.cushmanwakefield.com/research  
 
This report was written and produced by Cushman & Wakefield with data and market intelligence contributed by Proprius, 
the Alliance Partner of Cushman & Wakefield in Greece and has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not 
purport to be a complete description of the markets or developments contained in this material. The information on which 
this report is based we believe to be reliable, but we have not independently verified such information and we do not 
guarantee that the information is accurate or complete.  
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